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Welcome  

Hello lovely.  

Thank you for joining me in this very important conversation about taking sweet 
care of our bodies and stepping into standing in a place of power and 
responsibility in our lives.  

About Intuitive Living & Honoring Your Heart 

So many of us are aching to live a life that is more closely aligned with our heart 
and guided by our inner wisdom. And yet, we also worry that we aren’t reliable 
sources of information. We look outside of ourselves for what to do next, checking 
our actions against a mega list of “shoulds.”  

This conversation will delve into the tools and practices that will assist you as you 
begin living more intuitively and honoring your own natural process for getting 
things done. If you’ve ever longed to create a life that truly fits you, our work here 
together will give you the bravery and resolve to meander down your own path. 

At the core is this: You can trust yourself. You can do it your way. Give yourself 
permission to bring more of yourself into your life.  

This workbook is the companion to our live call. In it, you will find the most salient 
teachings from our workshop, writing prompts for digging deeper into this topic, 
and invitations for putting these principles into practice in your daily life.  

As you are working through these materials, please know that I am here to support 
and nurture your process. If you need to get in touch with me at any point, all of my 
information can be found on the last page of this workbook.  



Know this: I think that you are truly amazing.  

xxMara 

Accessing the Call Recording 

You can skip over and watch the video from our workshop anytime your heart 
desires.  

Click here to watch the video of our workshop online.  

About the Rewired Workshops 

REWIRED is a monthly series of workshops filled to the brim with my best tools and 
exercises to help you thrive in your daily life. 

Each month, members of our community will be joining together online for a 
virtual workshop and lively conversation. I created this series to provide you with 
access to tools for cultivating compassionate awareness and revving your intuitive 
connection with your powerful, brilliant spirit. 

Wondering what’s next? Check out future Rewired workshops here.  

Want to suggest future workshop topics? It is my hope that these gatherings are 
really useful for you, so I would love to hear any ideas that you have.  

Email me by clicking this link.  

http://www.spreecast.com/events/rewired-intuitive-living
http://www.maraglatzel.com/rewired
mailto:hello@maraglatzel.com


Why We Should Care… Living Intuitively 

On the other side, things are going to look different.  

You will be you, but more so. Your life will be yours, but brimming with clarity, 
declaration, and celebration. 

The life that you’re aching for is not only possible – it is gorgeously feasible when 
you begin chasing what lights you up. 

It is possible to feel at home in your skin. To make decisions that are in integrity 
with your values and beliefs. To live your life, instead of your life living you. 

It is possible to grant yourself permission. Permission to unfurl. Permission to 
become. Permission to release what no longer serves you. Permission to heal the 
layers of hurt that you’ve been carrying. Permission to build your ability to distill 
yourself down to your essential components so that you can step into your 
brilliance fully untethered. 

It is possible to trust yourself, even if you’ve never been able to trust yourself 
before. 

When we think about intuitive living, there is a bit of fuzziness around it. The 
concept is a bit nebulous. We avoid it because we can’t look at it directly, but it also 
evokes a feeling in our bodies whenever we are in close proximity with someone 
who is clearly living intuitively. We may feel jealous of their ease. We may feel 
feelings as we watch them move through their lives. They may trigger us or make 
us angry.  



The reason that “intuitive living” is a bit vague is because it looks differently for 
each and every one of us.  

Your intuitive life will not look like mine - because it hinges on the our own 
unique perspective, desires, and belief systems.  

However, the cornerstones of intuitive living will always be there: ease, grace, 
naturalness, a feeling of looking around your life and seeing yourself reflected back 
at you, self-trust, and a deeply felt strength in granting yourself permission… to be 
yourself.  

As you are moving through this material, be patient with yourself. It may take you a 
little time to formulate your ideas. There may be words crossed out or written over. 
You may have several drafts before you get it quite right. But, words matter, YOUR 
thoughts matter, so take the time as you are delving in and playing with these 
concepts. 



Pre-Work: Prompts to Dig Into Intuitive Living… 

Give yourself permission to respond to these prompts in whatever way feels really 
good to you. 

You can pull out a piece of paper and a writing implement, and use the prompt as a 
guiding concept while you free write. You can draw, collage, dance, or dream your 
response. 

Or, you can choose to simply allow these questions to integrate into your 
consciousness.  

Creative Prompts 

Ask yourself these questions… 

• What makes you feel alive? 

• If you could have any kind of life possible what would it look like? 

• How would you dress? Who would you date? 

• How would you communicate in your relationships? 

• What kind of sex would you have? How often? 

• How would you eat? How would you move your body? 

• What kind of house would you live in? 

• How would you make an income? What would that income look like? 

• What would your relationship with money feel like? 

• What would you do on a sunny afternoon? 



After you’re done sketching the outline of your intuitive life from the questions 
above, think for a minute about what that person might do, today. 

Would they take the time for a proper lunch break? Would they spend time with their 
kids cooking dinner? Would they make sure that they got enough sleep? Would they 
go to a hip hop yoga class in the evening? Would they shut down their computer and 
go out for martinis with their best friend? 

Do that. Start there. Play with living the life of the person that you’re ready to 
become. 



Why We Avoid Our Intuition 

Sometimes, when I’m thinking about intuition, I find it easier to approach it from 
an angle of intuitive eating. For many of us, the fears and strength of honoring our 
own inner wisdom can be witnessed here in a way that feels more tangible.  

So many of us are afraid to eat intuitively, because of a deep and pervasive lack of 
trust in our own ability to keep ourselves safe and well-tended to. We are truly 
afraid that left on our own we would consume every last crumb in our house and 
then get in our car to head out to procure more food – and consume that too. That, 
somehow, if we lived without the confines of a diet or program or plan, we would 
exist in this lawless state chock full with ice cream and french fries.  

That if there was no one telling us to stop, we never would. 

Maybe we are terrified that without the structure that enabled us to lose the weight 
or run the marathon or simply get out of bed in the morning, we would some how 
self-destruct. Or, that we have always been so terrified of becoming like our parents 
or the people that we see discriminated against by the media, we have set out on a 
path where we are hell-bent on not becoming like those people. 

Those people. The ones without any self-control. The ones who lack will power. 
The ones who are lazy and slovenly. The ones who want to eat themselves to 
death. The ones that no one would touch with a ten foot pole. 

We are scared that deep inside of ourselves, one of those people is hiding 
within our own skin. 



But here’s the thing: We are born knowing exactly how to nourish our bodies, and 
we are the experts when it comes to knowing what our bodies require for 
nourishment. 

If we work to get cozy in our skin and re-teach ourselves how to trust our own 
instincts – we will be stronger for it. If we can look at ourselves in the mirror and 
admire all of our hard work, we can learn to love the deepest and darkest parts of 
our being. If we can remove the fear of our bodies ballooning to infinity and 
beyond, we can learn to eat intuitively. 

If we learn how to trust ourselves, we will be rewarded in every aspect of our lives, 
as if a rock were thrown into the ocean and the ripple effect touched every shore 
for miles. When we trust ourselves we are better lovers, partners, employees, 
sisters, daughters, brothers, parents, and friends. When we dig deep and know that 
at the end of the day, we will love ourselves no matter what, anything is possible. 

And that is something that I am willing to work for. 

Living intuitively brings up many of the same concerns. We worry that left to our 
own devices, we will lack motivation or fall flat on our faces or that someone 
somewhere will judge us for our actions. We are afraid of what will happen outside 
of the cozy yard, the cozy hedge, the safety of what we know to be true about living.  

And yet, I imagine that if you are signed up for this workshop, these “rules about 
living” have started to feel a bit tight, a bit too small for all of your magnificence. I 
am willing to bet that even if you are afraid… you are restless and curious and 
hopeful too.  

And, guess what? Your intuition brought you here. Isn’t that just perfect? 



When to Throw Your Life Rules Out The Window 

I am not a product of my circumstances. 
I am a product of my decisions. {Stephen Covey} 

Alright rule renegades and wannabe intuitive livers, this is the moment when we 
collectively look around our lives and truly examine how we are living. 

You might be deeply desiring a shift in your approach to living if:  

… your job feels like a place where you have to pretend to be someone else to keep 
everyone from catching on to your deep suspicion that you aren’t good enough to 
be there. Or, covering up that you’re too good to be there. 

… your relationships feel like a place where you have to test the waters, reaching 
out to assess the vibe of a room before you enter it and immediately transforming 
yourself to suit those around you. 

… your home is buried deep beneath six layers of grime or clutter or things that 
you feel like you can’t even deal with. 

… your body feels like a stranger that you drag around all day long. 

… your only mode of getting things done is berating yourself into action. 

… as you start on your to do list, all of your actions have that twinge of what am I 
doing this for? 

When you are living your life by someone else’s rules, you can feel like a stranger to 
yourself. It can feel like you don’t understand your purpose, that divine knowing of 



what you were put here for. And, that all of your actions and steps forward feel 
planned, as you march yourself down the expected path set out before you. 

In my bones, I remember the deep restlessness of walking around a life that had 
become too small; a life that no longer aligned with my heart’s desire. 

I know what it’s like to sit exactly in the moment of realizing that you have to 
seriously recalibrate the rules that dictate the trajectory of your life. Part of the 
purpose of this workshop is to hold you in a safe space even if you are deeply 
uncomfortable knowing that you are ready for something bigger on a truly massive 
level. 

Choice & Rewriting Your Rules 

Oftentimes as we are growing up, we accumulate a lot of rules for living, putting 
things into place in a neat and tidy framework for living a “good” life and never 
questioning them again. We set ourselves about that path… taking one step and 
then another, without ever truly asking ourselves the (all important) question: What 
do I want to do next? 

In this moment, we are moving through our lives as if they are already written, as if 
we don’t hold all of the power to change our minds or switch directions in our 
trembling hands. 

As a recovering rule-follower and a burgeoning rule-breaker, I’ve been thinking a lot 
about how we take action in a way that is really good for us and move forward in 
our lives while honoring our own unique spirit. 

I want to tell you this: You have more power than you think. 



Your life in this moment is a product of the decisions that you’ve made. 

If you are sitting there reading this workbook right now, thinking to yourself: “But, 
Mara, I don’t feel empowered to make any decisions. I have to… I should….” I want 
to stop you right there. 

You are Stronger & More Powerful Than You Might Believe 

You are strong enough to examine the rules that you’ve written for yourself and 
begin renegotiating them on your own terms. 

There is no too late or too old here. 

There is only you here – your dreams, your desires, and your secret yearning for a 
life built upon love for yourself and grounded deeply in your own beliefs and 
values. 

You can choose not to spiral into panic about fundamentally renovating the entire 
content of your life in this moment. You do not have to do it all right now. You are 
allowed to rest, to integrate, to move intentionally. You are in charge now. You get 
to determine the pace.  

You can choose to say to yourself, just for today I will stay with myself by making 
choices and decisions that honor my spirit and light me up at the core. 

You can choose to pare way down to the next decision that you need to make.  

Start there. Keep it simple. Do not overwhelm yourself into a place of inaction.  



Start by Asking Yourself… 

Am I going to have sugar in my coffee this morning? 

How might I say goodbye to my partner in a way that keeps me smiling all day 
long? 

What do I want to do next? What answer is in my heart? 

And (most importantly)… what rules might I have to chuck out the window in order 
to make space for the life I desire? 



Becoming an Active Participant in Your Own Life 

I remember the exact moment I bought myself my first new pillow. The pillow was 
so soft, it was like sleeping on a cloud. It was (and is to date) the most comfortable 
pillow that I have ever laid my head on. 

I had never bought myself a pillow before. Before that moment in time, I had no 
idea how my pillows arrived in my life. Maybe I stole them from my father’s house, 
or borrowed them from one of my sisters. Maybe they magically appeared in my life 
without my being any the wiser. 

At the time, pillow choosing was exactly the kind of activity that I found stressful. I 
had allowed similar choices to completely overwhelm me. I can clearly remember 
moments when maybe I would just sleep WITHOUT a pillow, because my 
discomfort was more palatable than the possibility of making the wrong decision. 
Or wasting my money. I had so little faith in my own ability to make a decision, I 
thought: there are so many pillows in the world, how could I possibly know which 
one I wanted? 

And so I remained blissfully ignorant about my pillow-needs, because not choosing 
was easier than climbing the seemingly insurmountable mountain involved in 
pillow research. 
However, I developed a knot behind my right shoulder in January 2009. At best, it 
manifested  as a dull ache and at worst it radiated pain up through my neck and 
down my right arm. It became a real problem for me.  

But I had not, until the moment of pillow purchasing, actively sought to find a 
solution or to heal my pain actively. Until that moment, I treated it as inescapable 
part of my life. I was operating as though I, Mara Glatzel, was a person who 



experiences pain in her shoulder. A person whose pillows “appear” in her life, 
because the prospect of seeking one out is too overwhelming. A person for whom 
injury is a natural part of daily life. 

How often do we do this? 

When you think about your life, what have you been avoiding? 

What have you been assuming is a natural part of your daily life – a part that is 
wholly unavoidable? 

Where are you choosing to be passive during your everyday, because the prospect 
of having to make a decision overwhelms you and keeps you uncomfortable? 

What have you been saying is a problem, without actively seeking a solution? 

Where do you feel the tightness of making yourself small… even as you long for it? 

Plugging In 

Making the determination to purchase myself a fantastic pillow – the pillow that 
will let me sleep, relax my neck, and hopefully reduce my shoulder pain – was a 
choice that took me years to come to, but took only 15 minutes to make happen. 

The process looked like this: I admitted to myself that my shoulder pain was a 
problem, and that I was deserving of a pain-free life. I ran through the obstacles in 
my way. I chose the biggest obstacle – discomfort while sleeping – and addressed it 
by purchasing a new pillow. 

The process of actively participating in our lives is not the difficult part.  



What is difficult for many of us to holding onto is the knowing that we are deserving 
of a solution to our pain.  

We assume incorrectly that everyone experiences their lives the way that we do, 
and based in that decision, we determine that spending money or enlisting 
support merely to end our hurt is frivolous and insignificant in the scheme of 
things. 

We tell ourselves that our lives are good and that it is selfish to ask for great.  

We allow ourselves to suffer, because we think that at some point, our problems 
will take care of themselves. 

We wait for the epiphany to hit. The one that our eating will, at some point, 
naturally gravitate towards foods that nutritionally support us. Or that we will wake 
up one day wanting to exercise, after a period of inactivity.  Or that our 
relationships will magically fix themselves if our partners would just ________. 

We just aren’t totally sure that we deserve to live our lives intuitively. We aren’t 
totally sure that it isn’t too much to ask for. We feel just a bit guilty for desiring that 
ease and naturalness - while simultaneously worrying that even if we ask for it, we 
may not have earned it.  

We assume that our lives will sort themselves out sooner or later.  

If I had not purchased a pillow – actively seeking out a pillow that I loved – I would 
not be resting my head upon it tonight when I go to sleep.  



If we do not make the active decision to dig our hands deep into our lives, take 
responsibility for ourselves, or decide to seek out a life that fills us to the brim with 
beauty and joy – we will never reap the benefits of feeling really good as we 
navigate our lives.  

Do not assume that this work is always difficult, because often it is heart 
wrenchingly beautiful, magical, and validating. 

The work of teaching ourselves how to live more intuitively is often simple 
and life-altering and exhilarating. 

The bottom line is this: You are deserving of a life that you have cultivated for 
yourself, a life that is soft and beautiful and grounding. 

You deserve a life born in self-reliance and self-trust. 

You deserve a life where you actively seek to meet your own needs - embodying the 
love that you seek from the world and making your life feel really good, every day. 

And, not just on special occasions. 



Becoming a Detective in your own life (& Isolating 
the impulse of Intuition) 

You may be following through this workbook and thinking to yourself, well ok… but 
I don’t even know where to begin. I don’t even know what I like. I don’t know what 
my intuition sounds or feels like. How am I supposed to trust it. 

I hear you.  

For many years, I was an expert in what other people liked. 

I knew what the people in my life preferred. 

I knew how to do it so that I got an A. 

I knew what the right way to do things was. 

But I didn’t know how I might do it, if I were given the choice.  

I had never given myself a choice before. This extended to so many areas of my life: 
food, work, daily schedule, sex, getting dressed in the morning, choosing activities 
to do with myself.  It felt like a global epidemic in my life. A lack of knowing what I 
liked or what I wanted.  

Becoming a detective to your own experience is about doing the quiet, daily work 
of becoming an active participant in your own life. It is about paying particular 
attention to how things feel to you, so that you can then recreate them or avoid 
them, on purpose. It is about collective data, distilling experiences down to their 
many parts, and making the choice to replicate joy whenever possible.  



This actually can be a very pleasurable process, but it requires a bit of trial and 
error.  

It requires that you retain your humor and curiosity as you try things out and begin 
sifting through them for goodness of fit.  

At the very beginning, it is about isolating and learning to trust your own 
intuitive impulse.  

The intuitive impulse is the sharp intake of breath, the metaphorical skipped 
heartbeat, the quick excitement in your heart when you come across something 
that is of interest to you. For so many of us, this quick moment is immediately 
followed by the censoring, responsible voice of, “Come ON, be an adult, we don’t 
have time for that.” That voice of adult censorship might crop up so quickly we may 
not even notice that we had gotten excited about something to begin with.  

Our own intuitive impulse may become quiet over years of being ignored. It may be 
show up initially as little more than a whisper.  

If we are to begin living more intuitively, we are to become experts to our own 
experience - isolating the intuitive impulse, experimenting with giving ourselves 
permission to try whatever shows up, breaking down these experiments and 
mining them for data, and then recreating what feels good on purpose.  

The equation for intuitive living, at it’s core is this: do more of what feels good and 
less of what doesn’t.  

Or if you live in my house, “More awesome and less suck.” 



Getting Real: Putting This Into Practice in Your Life 

One of the things that really gets in our way of living intuitively is feeling as though 
we have to do all of the things if we’re really going to get started, but I want to 
assure you - something is always better than nothing.  

Today, keep it simple.  

Intuitively Led 

One of my absolute favorite practices for getting in touch with my intuition is to 
give myself a day, an afternoon, or an hour to simply be led by what lights me up. 
Ideally this is tech-free time as well, so that I don’t have a chance to be pulled out 
of my deep connection with myself to check in on Facebook or to Instagram the 
moment.  

The practice is simple: do exactly what you want to do - exactly what occurs to you 
to do - for the time that you have carved out.  

Start somewhere and let yourself be led. I like to pick a good beginning point, 
something vetted that I already know that I like. A breakfast restaurant. A favorite 
book. Something I know I love. Then I just ask a lot of questions, with the most 
important being… 

What do I need? 

What do I want to do next? 

I allow my day to unfold at my own natural pace. I follow my own lead. Maybe I 
want to make something specific for dinner. Maybe that takes me on a walk to the 



store up the street. Maybe I meet someone on the way. Maybe I pause to have a 
cup of coffee with them. Or maybe I see how gorgeous the light is, and I want to 
take a walk around the pond instead.  

Or maybe I just want to go home, crawl into bed, and take a nap.  

There are no rules here. But, there is also no work, obligation, “shoulds”, or 
judgment.  

Allow yourself an hour. Stretch yourself into an afternoon adventure.  

Give yourself permission to enjoy an entire day - or entire weekend.  

And if you’re around other humans - your partner or your kids - that is ok! Take 
turns choosing what comes next. This can be a fun family game or a way to 
reacquaint yourself with your sweetheart.  

Keeping a Record 

Devote a notebook to the things that you are discovering about yourself. Write 
down things that you find in passing that sound really good to you. Or images or 
colors or magazine articles about something you would like to try. I like to have a 
specific notebook for this, because I don’t want any of my good ideas to get lost in 
the rubble before I have an opportunity to give them a try.  

An added benefit of keeping track in this way is that it soothes our intuition to be 
validated. When we write down the things that are triggering our own intuitive 
impulse, we are telling our intuitive wisdom that it is important to us and welcome 
in our lives. This is especially important if we are trying to amplify that voice so that 
we can hear it more and more readily.  



Keep track of what lights you up. If you have a dull moment, open the notebook up 
and choose something.  

Do the things that you love on purpose - and feel how good it feels to truly be 
connected to yourself in this way where nothing is stupid or off-limits. Give to 
yourself generously.  

A Note On Triggering Others 

Sometimes, when we embark on the path of living more intuitively it can be very 
confronting and instigating for people who are in our lives. They may try to shame 
us for our choices or direct us back into the cozy confines of their life rules. They 
may tell us that we are doing things wrong or that someday we will regret being so 
ridiculous.  

It is really important to remember that this is about THEM and not about you. In 
fact, it really has nothing to do with you at all. When we start living our lives in a 
way that is natural and easy and good feeling for us, it is as though we hold up a 
huge gilded mirror for others to see the places in their lives that they might not be 
showing up fully. That… can upset them. They may be working very hard not to 
feel the places in their lives where they are out of alignment, and will try to get us to 
follow their rules so that they won’t feel badly about keeping themselves small.  

This is about them. It is not about you. Do not take it personally. Your job on this 
planet is to be you. To do the things that light you up. To carve out a path that 
brings you joy. 

So, do you. Focus on what lights you up. And chase your joy.  



Thank You 

I so very much adored having you as a participant in this workshop! Thank you for 
showing up for yourself and for taking the time to do this sacred work.  

If you would like to let me know what you thought of it, please send me an email.  

I would love to know what was particularly useful for you and any thoughts that 
you might have about how I might improve these workshops for the future.  

It is an honor to do this work with you. Thank you for choosing me.  

xxMara 

mailto:hello@maraglatzel.com


About Mara  
 
Mara Glatzel  is an intuitive coach and 
writer. She works with audacious women 
who have the sacred (and stubborn) 
drive for evolution and a desire to 
cultivate extraordinarily joyful lives.  

Relying on her core tenets of self-love, 
self-trust, and radical self-responsibility, 
Mara guides women home to 
themselves, teaching them how to create 
lives and businesses brimming with 
ease, self-care, and permission. 

In cultivating this online space for women to thrive, Mara is bringing a Masters in 
Clinical Social Work with a trauma specialization, her spot-on intuition, and the 
lessons that she’s accumulated learning to fall madly in love with her own 
beautifully messy life.  

To learn more about her work, you can catch up with her on Facebook, Instagram, 
or sign-up to receive weekly missives and heart-opening encouragement. 

http://www.facebook.com/maraglatzel
http://www.instagram.com/maraglatzel
http://www.maraglatzel.com/newsletter

